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Summary of Relationship Goals
"Popular speaker and author Carlos Whittaker reveals how he broke free from a safe, boring faith and invites readers to experience all the
wild and wonder Jesus promised His disciples. In John 10:10, Jesus said, "I came that they may have life and have it abundantly." While we
have direct access to the radiant life of the Holy Spirit that Jesus promised us, many Christians today feel worry instead of wonder and
anxiety instead of amazement. In Enter Wild, Carlos Whittaker shares the exciting news that we are meant to experience the abundance that
God promises us here and now; we are not meant to wait until heaven to experience His best"--

Relationship Goals Study Guide
A daily devotional based on the New York Times bestselling The Wait, filled with inspiring readings about how having the patience to wait for
God’s best—instead of grasping for what you want right now—can transform your life. In The Wait, DeVon Franklin and Meagan Good, a
Hollywood power couple who famously saved sex for marriage, shared the life-changing message that waiting—rather than rushing—can be
the key for finding the person you’re meant to be with. Now, their powerful message is reflected again in The Wait Devotional. Filled with
scripture, prayers, and DeVon and Meagan’s trademark conversational style, this 90-day devotional is packed with real-time advice for men
and women trying to successfully navigate the ins and outs of dating, love, and relationships. You’ll discover how waiting for everything—from
sex to getting engaged—can transform your entire life by giving you greater patience, joy, peace, healing, faith, and love. Whether you’re
waiting for the right person to come along or you’re searching for the strength to put intimacy on hold, The Wait Devotional can help you slow
down and trust in God’s perfect timing, day by day.

Couples That Work
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Based on the bestselling book coauthored with Ann Spangler, Women of the Bible, this study edition includes an introduction to each woman,
major Scripture passages, study materials, and cultural backgrounds. There are fifty-two studies, one for each week of the year. Newly
gathered study aids include helpful charts as well as a complete listing of all women of the Bible, with pertinent Scripture references. Space is
included to record your thoughts and insights. Each timeless biblical story mirrors the challenges and changes today's women face. Through
understanding these women's lives, this easy-to-use study resource will help you discover the God behind their stories—and yours.

Start-up Nation
Her parents called her Lenya Lion because of her ferocious personality and hair that had been wild and mane-like since birth. But they never
expected that, five days before Christmas, their five-year-old daughter would suddenly go to heaven after an asthma attack. How do you walk
out of the ER without your daughter? More a manifesto for high-octane living than a manual for grieving, 'Through the Eyes of a Lion' will help
you turn your journey into a roar story by guiding you to look past what you can see with the naked eye.

Enter Wild
In this New York Times bestseller, Hollywood power couple DeVon Franklin and Meagan Good candidly share their courtship and marriage,
and the key to their success—waiting. President/CEO of Franklin Entertainment and former Sony Pictures executive DeVon Franklin and
award-winning actress Meagan Good have learned firsthand that some people must wait patiently for “the one” to come into their lives. They
spent years crossing paths but it wasn’t until they were thrown together while working on the film Jumping the Broom that their storybook
romance began. Faced with starting a new relationship and wanting to avoid potentially devastating pitfalls, DeVon and Meagan chose to do
something almost unheard of in today’s society—abstain from sex until they were married. DeVon and Meagan share the life-changing
message that waiting—rather than rushing a relationship—can help you find the person you’re meant to be with. The Wait is filled with candid
his-and-hers accounts of the most important moments of their relationship and practical advice on how waiting for everything—from dating to
sex—can transform relationships, allowing you to find a deep connection based on patience, trust, and faith.

The Wait Devotional
Can you love more than one person? Have multiple romantic partners, without jealousy or cheating? Absolutely! Polyamorous people have
been paving the way, through trial and painful error. Now there's the new book More Than Two: A practical guide to ethical polyamory to help
you find your own way.

Winning Your Spiritual Battles
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What really sets the best managers above the rest? It’s their power to build a cadre of employees who have great inner work
lives—consistently positive emotions; strong motivation; and favorable perceptions of the organization, their work, and their colleagues. The
worst managers undermine inner work life, often unwittingly. As Teresa Amabile and Steven Kramer explain in The Progress Principle,
seemingly mundane workday events can make or break employees’ inner work lives. But it’s forward momentum in meaningful
work—progress—that creates the best inner work lives. Through rigorous analysis of nearly 12,000 diary entries provided by 238 employees in
7 companies, the authors explain how managers can foster progress and enhance inner work life every day. The book shows how to remove
obstacles to progress, including meaningless tasks and toxic relationships. It also explains how to activate two forces that enable progress:
(1) catalysts—events that directly facilitate project work, such as clear goals and autonomy—and (2) nourishers—interpersonal events that uplift
workers, including encouragement and demonstrations of respect and collegiality. Brimming with honest examples from the companies
studied, The Progress Principle equips aspiring and seasoned leaders alike with the insights they need to maximize their people’s
performance.

In Unison
Popular speaker and author Sarah Jakes Roberts shows women they are not disqualified by their pain and failures and offers encouragement
and strength to believe God’s best is still possible. Everyone has experiences in their lives that stop them in their tracks and become burdens
they carry with them everywhere they go. No one knows this better than Sarah Jakes Roberts. Pregnant at fourteen, married by nineteen,
divorced by twenty-two, and all while under the intense spotlight of being Bishop T.D. Jakes’s daughter, Sarah knows what it is to feel buried
by failure and aching pain. But when her journey brought her to faith’s fork in the road, Sarah found she had to choose between staying in
the comfort of the pain she knew or daring to make new wounds and move forward. Now Sarah shares the numerous life lessons she’s
learned along the way with other women also struggling to believe they’re not disqualified by their pain and past mistakes. She delves into
topics such as allowing the past to empower the present, choosing to step forward while still being afraid, facing struggles surrounded by
community, finding intimacy with God outside preconceived notions of what it has to look like, and learning to focus on others. With deeply
personal stories of her own, Sarah helps readers find their way to the right perspective and the confidence to walk toward the best God has
for them.

Marriage Confidential
After thirteen years together, Malcolm and Embry are all too familiar with their differences. Malcolm is free-spirited and spontaneous while
Embry prefers having everything planned out. A road trip to spend Thanksgiving with Embry's family is met with a broken-down car, an
unfamiliar town filled with amazing people, and one very interesting store that leads to a bet which could change their lives forever.This year,
Malcolm and Embry share a Thanksgiving like no other and discover that, even though they've been together for thirteen years, it's never too
late for some new tricks.New Tricks is part of a multi-author series of books that take place in the same fictional town. Each story can be read
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in any order. The connecting element in the Ace's Wild series is an adult store owned by Ace and Wilder. The main characters from each
book will make at least one visit to Ace's Wild, where they'll buy a toy to use in their story! The only characters who crossover to each book
are Ace and Wilder. And with various heat levels, there's sure to be something for everyone!

Power Couple Habits
Soldiers and athletes. One engages in a good fight; the other runs to win a prize. But both soldiers and athletes know they must have a
mental edge to successfully deal with everything they encounter. They know victory will never occur unless they’ve first won their internal
battles. In I Declare War, author and pastor Levi Lusko shows how the same is true for Christians. God has called each of us to an important
assignment—to win the battle and claim the prize—but to fulfill that calling we first have to win the war within. Levi draws from the Bible to show
four ways to fight this internal battle: Key #1: Discover Your Calling Key #2: Prepare for the Trial Key #3: Learn Self-Control Key #4: Rely on
God’s Power Levi draws on stories from his own life to show how God can help us wage war against issues that rob us of joy such as
depression, fear, anxiety, addiction, negative thoughts, pride, jealousy, resentment, anger, self-doubt, and codependent relationships. While
Levi does not offer a quick fix or promise the “perfect life” if participants follow all the steps, he does point toward the hope that God provides
as we commit to fight the good fight through all the pain, sweat, and tears that each day brings. Sessions include: The War Raging Within
Identity Crisis (Calling) Hell Week (Trials) Hostile Takeover (Self-Control) Dying to Self (God’s Power) Designed for use with I Declare War
Video Study (9780310094913), sold separately.

The Man God Has For You
One of the best-selling young adult books of all time, written by Pulitzer Prize-winning author Paul Zindel. John Conlan is nicknamed “The
Bathroom Bomber” after setting off firecrackers in the boys’ bathroom 23 times without ever getting caught. John and his best friend,
Lorraine, can never please their parents, and school is a chore. To pass the time, they play pranks on unsuspecting people and it's during
one of these pranks that they meet the “Pigman.” In spite of themselves, John and Lorraine soon get caught up in Mr. Pignati’s zest for life.
In fact, they become so involved that they begin to destroy the only corner of the world that has ever mattered to them. Can they stop before
it’s too late?'

Relationship Workbook for Couples
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and not the original book. SNAP Summaries is wholly responsible for this
content and is not associated with the original author in any way. If you are the author, publisher, or representative of the original work,
please contact info[at]snapsummaries[dot]com with any questions or concerns. If you'd like to purchase the original book, please paste this
link in your browser: https://amzn.to/36GAtUD In Relationship Goals, Transformation Church lead pastor Michael Todd draws from scripture
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and personal experience to show how Christians can form and grow healthy and fulfilling relationships. What does this SNAP Summary
Include? - Synopsis of the original book - Key takeaways from each chapter - How to date purposefully and in a way that glorifies God - Keys
to a happy and successful marriage - Editorial Review - Background on Michael Todd About the Original Book: Many relationships today,
Todd explains, are struggling because they are based on misguided ideas peddled by pop culture. Look up #RelationshipGoals on any social
media platform and you’ll see what culture considers the ideal. But these Intagram-esque shots of couples cuddling on the edge of infinity
pools and breathtaking videos of elaborate marriage proposals are not just an illusion, they also divert from what actually makes relationships
last. Happy, stable, and rewarding relationships, Todd emphasizes, are built on God’s word, not some romanticized ideals. Quoting dozens
of Bible verses and illustrating with examples from his life and people he knows, Todd offers a blueprint that believers can use to navigate
every aspect of a relationship—from singleness and breaking up to dating and marriage. DISCLAIMER: This book is intended as a companion
to, not a replacement for, Relationship Goals. SNAP Summaries is wholly responsible for this content and is not associated with the original
author in any way. If you are the author, publisher, or representative of the original work, please contact info[at]snapsummaries.com with any
questions or concerns. Please follow this link: https://amzn.to/36GAtUD to purchase a copy of the original book.

The Wait
The New York Times bestselling author of The Wait and “spiritual teacher for our times” (Oprah Winfrey) frankly and openly explores why
men behave the way they do and what everyone—men and women alike—need to know about it. We hear it all the time. Men cheat. Men love
power. Men love sex. Men are greedy. Men are dogs. But is this really the truth about men? In this groundbreaking book, DeVon Franklin
dishes the real truth by making the compelling case that men aren’t dogs but all men share the same struggle. He provides the manual for
how men can change, both on a personal and a societal level by providing practical solutions for helping men learn how to resist temptation,
how to practice self-control, and how to love. But The Truth About Men isn’t just for men. DeVon tells female readers everything they need to
know about men. He offers women a real-time understanding of how men’s struggles affect them, insights that can help them navigate their
relationships with men and information on how to heal from the damage that some misbehaving men may have inflicted. This book is a raw,
informative, and accessible look at an issue that threatens to tear our society apart yet it offers a positive way forward for men and women
alike.

Relationship Goals
START-UP NATION addresses the trillion dollar question: How is it that Israel-- a country of 7.1 million, only 60 years old, surrounded by
enemies, in a constant state of war since its founding, with no natural resources-- produces more start-up companies than large, peaceful,
and stable nations like Japan, China, India, Korea, Canada and the UK? With the savvy of foreign policy insiders, Senor and Singer examine
the lessons of the country's adversity-driven culture, which flattens hierarchy and elevates informality-- all backed up by government policies
focused on innovation. In a world where economies as diverse as Ireland, Singapore and Dubai have tried to re-create the "Israel effect",
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there are entrepreneurial lessons well worth noting. As America reboots its own economy and can-do spirit, there's never been a better time
to look at this remarkable and resilient nation for some impressive, surprising clues.

Summary & Analysis of Relationship Goals
A candid, inspiring guide to finding lasting love by getting real about your relationship goals-based on the viral sermon series about dating,
marriage, and sex with millions of YouTube views"No matter where you are and no matter what stage of life you are in, Relationship Goals
will be a game changer."-Levi LuskoRealer than the most real conversation you've ever heard on the topic, Michael Todd's honest, heartfelt,
and powerful teaching on relationships has already impacted millions of people in all seasons of life around the world. Now, in Relationship
Goals, Michael tells his own story of heartache and healing, unpacks explosive truths from God's Word, and tells it to you straight to help you
win at relationships in every part of your life.Where did the idea for relationships come from in the first place? Does God really care who I
hang out with? Is it even possible to avoid relational train wrecks? From his plan for intentional dating to handling break-ups well to doing
family instead of just being in a family, Michael tackles the questions we all have about relational success.As he candidly examines our most
common pitfalls in relationships and the start-today ways to get past them, Michael helps you align your longings with God's awesome
desires for your life. Now, that's a good relationship goal.

Take the Day Off
Victory Is Possible If fear or anxiety has its grip on you, and you’re imagining the devil preparing to make yet another move in your personal
life, marriage, home, health, career, finances, or any number of other arenas, there is hope. Dr. Evans demystifies spiritual warfare in his
power-packed book Winning Your Spiritual Battles. This quick read prepares you to understand how the battle is fought by Satan identify the
strongholds that keep you in the fight stand firm in your faith as you face your enemy Dr. Evans offer compelling, down to earth, guidance to
help you stand firm in God’s Word and authority to experience victory in all your spiritual battles.

The Truth About Men
From celebrity life coach and motivational speaker, Tony Gaskins Jr. and his wife, Sheri, comes an essential guide with hard-hitting truths
about a woman’s undeniable influence on a relationship—and the power she has to change her man for the better. Tony Gaskins has inspired
others by sharing his truth—drawing millions of followers online and making him one of America’s foremost experts on love and relationships.
Now, he and his wife explore a woman’s positive impact on a relationship in this practical and accessible guide that walks you through a
series of irreplaceable lessons on making personal changes that foster healthy relationships. Tony and his wife, Sheri, draw on their own
relationship successes and failures as they examine the 18 time-tested truths about how a woman’s influence can shift a relationship for the
better—if used correctly. Including advice for women such as “you are not a maid,” “show don’t tell,” and the “72-hour rule,” where the
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women makes herself totally unreachable to her partner. Tony and Sheri tackle all of today’s important topics such as misogyny and the
“grown boy syndrome,” while never losing the empowering and empathetic tone that Tony’s loyal following has come to love and trust. A
Woman’s Influence is a hopeful response to a culture where men behave badly and women are victimized all too often. By providing a vision
that empowers women to know their worth and simultaneously bring out the best in men, this guidebook can help you make a lasting change
to your relationship.

Through The Eyes Of A Lion
#RelationshipGoals What do you look for in a partner? What is your ideal relationship? In this summary and analysis of the #1 Best Seller
from Michael Todd, Relationship Goals: How to Win at Dating, Marriage, and Sex, you will learn: how to embrace being single; what is the
relationship triangle; what is intentional dating; how to have a healthy, long-lasting marriage; and much more! This summary and analysis can
be: your sneak peek before you buy the original book; your reading companion while reading the original book; your supplementary material
after you read the original book. Go on, take that first step in reaching your ultimate #RelationshipGoal. *This is an unofficial summary and
analysis of Michael Todd's Relationship Goals: How to Win at Dating, Marriage, and Sex and Relationship Goals Study Guide. This book only
serves as a guide, is not the original book, and is not endorsed by Michael Todd or his publisher.

Written in Tandem
THIS IS A SHORT PREQUEL (50 PAGES) TO MY UPCOMING ROMANTIC MYSTERY SERIES: MURDER, WE WROTE WRITTEN IN
TANDEM Alex Green is the author of a successful book series whose hero, Logan, is every woman's dream. Ellie Adams is a romantic
comedy author who has won the heart of her readers with her witty and funny heroines. When they both find themselves at an impasse,
unable to meet their deadlines, Meg, their editor, comes up with an original idea: combine their strengths and dream up the romantic,
adventurous couple all readers are bound to fall in love with. Only problem: Alex and Ellie aren't exactly fond of each other. She thinks Logan
is a heartless hero; he finds her heroines unrealistic. Moreover, he riles her by teasing her about her inability to write an interesting love
scene. If they don't want to lose their readership though, they'll have to put aside their differences, trust each other, and write their next book
together. EXCERPT "Ellie Adams, the author of my heart," I hear a familiar voice and I meet Alex's gaze, who's helping himself to a glass of
iced tea. He's the last person I expected to see and, honestly, I could have done without this surprise. "Alex Green, the author so full of
himself he thinks he can be rude because he has a beautiful smile. I could say I'm happy to see you again, but I'd be lying. I imagine you
won't be staying long, I'm sure you have other engagements." "Charming as always! Thank you for noticing that I have a nice smile, though.
Coming from you it's more than I would have dared hope." "Flattery won't get you anywhere," I retort with a tight smile. My sister who has just
entered looks at him with wide eyes. "Alex Green. I love your books!" she exclaims. "It's been a long time since I asked Meg to introduce us--I
can't believe I'm finally meeting you." "Thank you." He holds out his hand to shake hers, and Meg, who's coming in at this moment, gives
everyone a hug while she's making the introductions. "I would have never guessed it," he says after hearing that Sophie and I are sisters.
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"What exactly does that mean?" My sister gives me an intrigued look, surprised by my cold tone. "Sophie seems to have all the qualities that
you're missing, such as being polite and admiring me," he finishes with a smile. Sophie laughs heartily, but I'm not ready to let him get the
upper hand. "Because Sophie didn't see you acting like an expert in romantic comedies while you tried to demolish my work." I'm
exaggerating, I know, but so what? I won't let him manipulate everyone around me. "I bet Sophie would have no trouble in challenging
herself." "Excuse me, challenging myself? It's not because you didn't like a scene I wrote that I'm going to start questioning myself. Following
the advice of a man who writes heartless characters isn't my priority." "Heartless?" he repeats in a mocking tone. "Tell me exactly what's
bothering you. Women sing the praises of Logan; they think he embodies the perfect man." "Please. Get down from your pedestal. He's a
walking cliché, and none of my heroines would ever want him in her life."

Workbook for Relationship Goals
YOU DESERVE AN AMAZING MAN! So, where is he? Does he even exist? I can tell you that he does and that he is out there, chosen by
God Himself and waiting for you to experience an amazing relationship with him. But there are things to consider in order to recognize and
receive this man, and that’s where The Man God Has for You: 7 Traits to Help You Determine Your Life Partner comes in. Inside these
pages is a guide not just to help you determine if the man of your interest is the right one, but also to help you get to the underlying issues
that may prevent you from recognizing if he is truly the one for you. This guide will tackle 3 key points: - Address the misconception of not
enough men - Give 7 essential traits to determine if the man you seek is the one God intended for you - Provide guidance on how to heal
from your past and be open to the possibilities of embracing love This is not another “how to get a man” guide. This book goes deeper to
remove any excess baggage, as well as assess the ways you’ve gone about seeking the man who is for you. A compliment to GOD
Where’s My Boaz, this dating and relationship book will help you prepare and position yourself to receive the man who is waiting to receive
you. Don't get caught up in a relationship with the man God never intended you to be with…read The Man God Has for You now and get ready
to recognize and receive the right one.

Beloved
A candid, inspiring guide to finding lasting love by getting real about your relationship goals--based on the viral sermon series about dating,
marriage, and sex. Realer than the most real conversation you've ever heard in church on the topic, Michael Todd's honest, heartfelt, and
powerful teaching on relationships has already impacted millions. Michael believes that relationships are the epicenter of human thriving. All
too often, though, we lack the tools or vision to build our relationships on the wisdom and power of God. In other words, it's good to have a
goal, but you can't get there without proper aim By charting a course that candidly examines our most common pitfalls, and by unpacking
explosive truths from God's Word, Michael's debut book will transform a trendy hashtag into a future where your most cherished relationships
thrive in relational life, hope, and abundance. Now those are real #relationshipgoals.
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Women of the Bible
USA TODAY BESTSELLER • Make the breakthrough you need to get your relationship on target with this interactive guide—the perfect
companion to Michael Todd’s roadmap to finding lasting love, Relationship Goals. Wondering if you should break up? Feeling like you could
break down? How about discovering a breakthrough in all your relationships and finding fulfillment like never before? This start-right-here
study guide based on Michael Todd’s Relationship Goals takes the targets you have for your relationships and adds the coaching you need
to steady your aim. As you and your small group, friends, or significant other write, reflect, pray, listen, and discuss your way through this
guide, you’ll discover the practical tools and strategic space you need to move your relationships from “We’re okay” to “We’re better than
ever.” We’re talking friendships, marriage, dating, even ideas for relating well to the person in the next cubicle. Because having strong
relationships means having a strong purpose in life—and who doesn’t want that? So set your eyes on the goals that will help you win in
relationships.

God Loves Single Moms
Hosts of the award-winning Whine Down podcast, Jana Kramer and Michael Caussin explore the raw and real moments of their
marriage—what it means to love, to fight, and to sincerely forgive—with spiritual guidance and practical advice for anyone seeking stronger,
more fulfilling love. From the beginning, Mike and Jana had the kind of everyday arguments that drive even the happiest couples apart.
Money, careers, insecurity, jealousyAnd then kids, infidelity, addiction, and growing walls around their individual hearts. Many people would
have separated. But Jana and Mike discovered something invaluable: While fighting under the worst possible circumstances, they learned
how to fight for each other with respect, kindness, humor, and faith. The Good Fight reveals how one couple decided to honor their forever
love by battling it out and staying together, told from both sides. With honesty, warmth, and hilarity, Jana and Mike walk us through the details
of the most complicated fights of their past. They show readers how they've communicated, prayed, forgiven, and radically embraced each
other to live their happiest, most fulfilling lives possible, and offer lessons anyone—married, dating, single—can use to give and receive lasting
love.

Close Your Open Door Policy
What’s a woman to do if her life is not taking shape the way that she thought that it would? What happens when she looks at herself in the
mirror, lingering just a little longer than usual and realizes that she no longer recognizes the person staring back at her? What does she do
when she sees that, somehow, her life has drifted away from all her original hopes, dreams, or plans? Speaker, blogger and writer Chrystal
Evans Hurst wrote this book because she was that woman. One day she realized that she had somehow wandered away from the life that
she had purposed to live a long time ago. Chrystal since discovered that this moment of awareness happens to lots of women at different
seasons of their lives. Poor decisions, a lack of intentionality or planning, or a long-term denial of deep hopes and dreams can leave a
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woman, old or young, reeling from the realization that she is lost, disappointed, or simply numb. And she just needs encouragement. This
woman simply needs someone to hold her hand, to cheer her on, and to believe with her that she is capable of still being the person she
intended to be or discovering the girl she never knew was there in the first place. Chrystal uses her poignant story of an early and unexpected
pregnancy, as well as other raw and vulnerable moments in her life, to let readers know she understands what it’s like to try and find your
way after some missteps or decisions you didn’t plan on. In She’s Still There Chrystal emphasizes the importance of the personal process
and the beauty of that path as it is shared authentically from one girlfriend to another. It’s a book of “me toos”, reminders of the hoped for,
and challenges for the path ahead - to find direction, purpose, and true satisfaction.

Think on These Things
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.
(Philippians 4:8) Positive words a long with small phrases are what you will fi nd in Think On These Things. Some are original, When Theres
No Sun Shine Rely On Gods Solar Power. Some you may have heard before, Save Up For A Rainy Day. These phrases along with
scriptures quotes from the KJV, NASB and the NIV bible make up a word for you today unlike any other. A word to exhilarate you and carry
you through the day. Whether your an adult or a youth, you will appreciate the Simplicity of these phrases and quotes.

Ask a Manager
The game changer for finding lasting love ABOUT THE ORIGINAL BOOK: Realer than the most real conversation you've ever heard in
church on the topic, Michael Todd's honest, heartfelt, and powerful teaching on relationships has already impacted millions of people in all
seasons of life around the world. The book unpacks explosive truths from God's word, and tells it to you straight to help you win at
relationships in every part of your life. From his plan for intentional dating to handling breakups well to doing family instead of just being in a
family, Michael tackles the questions we all have about relational success. As he candidly examines our most common pitfalls in relationships
and the start-today ways to get past them, Michael helps you align your longings with God's awesome desires for your life. ABOUT THIS
BOOK: Without a conscious effort and dedication, achieving the goals from the original book is impossible. It provides a good selfassessment guide with penetrating insights for you and is designed to help provoke your thought and opens up deeper insight into the original
text. This Book is an incredible companion book and it is not meant to replace the original book: Relationship Goals Scroll up and Buy this
book now to begin to see positive changes

She's Still There
It may seem obvious to you that good communication is the foundation of every healthy, functioning relationship. Good communication skills
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will positively impact all of the relationships in your life, but this book will focus primarily on the practices that will have the greatest impact on
the unique bond you share with your partner. You can aim to use these tools throughout your personal life, with friends and co-workers and
family members--but regardless of how you incorporate these ideas into your day-to-day life, you and your partner should make a concerted
effort to use these skills as you complete any of the questionnaires, quizzes or activities you find in this book. You may find a number of the
questions to be challenging or provocative--they are intended to be! But you will find that with a toolbox of positive communication skills and a
game plan to handle conflict, even the most nerve-wracking discussions will become manageable with your partner. Perhaps they'll even
become easy and comfortable, once you are well-practiced with these skills. This book was designed with the intention of making the
concepts of couples' therapy accessible to those who cannot find the time, money, or transport to reach a therapist's office. It also aims to
make this work as simple, easy, and enjoyable as possible. Some chapters may pose challenging questions that expose difficulties in your
relationship, while many others will offer fun, stress-free interactive exercises that you'll want to incorporate into date nights or lazy weekend
mornings together. The concepts included can be applied to any relationship, whether your partnership is weeks, months, years, or decades
old. You'll find activities designed for couples to use together, but you'll also find questionnaires to complete on your own which will help you
to clarify your goals, both as an individual and as half of a partnership. This is a great book to keep handy at your bedside table or to carry
with you and squeeze in a few minutes of relationship work wherever and whenever you can find time. This Workbook will provide you with:
*Useful insights into what makes any romantic partnership successful and satisfying *Strategies, tools, questionnaires, and quizzes to
discover, pursue and realize your personal relationship goals *Guided questions to help you learn more about yourself and your partner
*Advanced exercises that aim at improving connection, trust, and intimacy within the couple *Suggestions on how to keep the unique
relationship you share thriving for many years to come Regardless of your compatibility--whether you like the same colors, foods, movies,
music, hobbies or friends--the health of your relationship will ultimately be determined by your willingness to invest in its future success. Keep
asking questions and let yourself be open to unexpected answers. Don't look any further, scroll up, click "add to cart" and start your journey to
a better relationship now"

Don't Settle for Safe
Sethe, an escaped slave living in post-Civil War Ohio with her daughter and mother-in-law, is haunted persistently by the ghost of the dead
baby girl whom she sacrificed, in a new edition of the Nobel Laureate's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. Reader's Guide available. Reprint.
60,000 first printing.

Relationship Goals
As a serial entrepreneur, Kevin Kruse has seen time and again that the leadership practices that actually work are the opposite of what is
commonly taught and implemented. Close Your Open Door Policy shows how a contrarian approach can be a better, faster, and easier way
to succeed as a leader. Chapter by chapter, Kruse focuses on a piece of popular wisdom, then shows with real-world case studies and
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quantitative research that the opposite approach will lead to better results, encouraging leaders to play favorites, stay out of meetings, and, of
course, close their open doors.

Relationship Goals
Finding fulfillment in both love and work isn't easy--but it's possible. The majority of couples today are dual-career couples. As anyone who's
part of such a relationship knows, this presents big challenges: trying to raise kids and achieve career goals while caring for and supporting
your partner can seem impossible. Yet most advice for dual-career couples fails, framing the challenges as a zero-sum game in which one
partner’s gain is the other's loss and solutions feel like sacrifices or unsatisfactory trade-offs. This book is different. In Couples That Work,
INSEAD professor Jennifer Petriglieri rejects conventional, one-size-fits-all solutions and instead focuses on how dual-career couples can
tackle and resolve the challenges they face throughout their lives--together. She identifies three key phases of exploration and personal
growth in every couple's work-life journey, showing how partners must navigate these together to strengthen their bond. Each phase is
crystallized with a question: How can we make this work? The first phase focuses on the logistics of combining two busy lives and often
involves the demands of young children. What do we really want? In the second phase, couples learn to navigate their midlife crises in ways
that allow each partner to continue to feel happy and fulfilled. Who are we now? With careers winding down and kids grown up, this last
phase offers new freedoms--and uncertainties. Based on a five-year research project, the book includes interviews with couples from over
thirty countries--from executives to entrepreneurs and from twentysomething newlyweds to dual-career grandparents. Filled with vivid real-life
stories, keen insights, and engaging exercises, Couples That Work will help couples develop their own unique answers to that most pressing
question: How can we successfully combine love and work?

The Good Fight
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A candid, inspiring guide to finding lasting love and sustaining a healthy relationship by getting real
about your goals—based on the viral, multi-million-view sermon series about dating, marriage, and sex “No matter where you are and no
matter what stage of life you are in, Relationship Goals will be a game changer.”—Levi Lusko NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY COSMOPOLITAN Realer than the most real conversation you’ve ever heard on the topic, Michael Todd’s honest, heartfelt, and
powerful teaching on relationships has already impacted millions of people in all seasons of life around the world. Now, in Relationship Goals,
Michael tells his own story of heartache and healing, unpacks explosive truths from God’s Word, and tells it to you straight to help you win at
relationships in every part of your life. Where did the idea for relationships come from in the first place? Does God really care who I hang out
with? Is it even possible to avoid relational train wrecks? From his plan for intentional dating in the age of social media to handling break-ups
well to doing family instead of just being in a family, Michael tackles the questions we all have about relational success. As he candidly
examines our most common pitfalls in relationships and the start-today ways to get past them, Michael helps you align your longings with
God’s awesome desires for your life. Now, that’s a good relationship goal.
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The Blessed Life
Discover the Joy of Giving--and the Rewards of Receiving Our culture is saturated with false teaching on what it means to be blessed, but
what does the Bible say about it? How can we truly live blessed lives? With humor, passion, and clarity, pastor and bestselling author Robert
Morris presents the secrets of living a blessed life both financially and spiritually. He shows that when God changes your heart from
selfishness to generosity, every part of your life-journey is affected. "There is no greater adventure on Earth than simply living the life of
generosity and abundance that is available to all of God's people--but so few ever dare to live," says Pastor Robert. "It is a journey of reward.
It is the blessed life." First published in 2002, this newly revised and expanded edition includes new content from recent sermons, updated
illustrations from years of the life-changing impact of its message, and testimonies from people experiencing the blessed life.

The Progress Principle
Unwrap the Full Love Story of Christmas with Ann Voskamp In The Greatest Gift, New York Times bestselling author Ann Voskamp
celebrates the majesty of God's greatest gift to us—His son, Jesus Christ— through the timeless Advent tradition of the Jesse Tree. Now, in this
stunning four-week video curriculum, Ann draws viewers even deeper into Scripture as she explores and illuminates the magnificence of
God's Word through the unfurling of the greatest love story ever told—God's ardent and relentless pursuit of us. Perfect for families and ideal
for small groups, The Greatest Gift DVD is a moment of calm amid the busy holiday season. This is sure to become an annual Christmas
tradition in homes and churches everywhere.

A Woman's Influence
The ideal graduation gift for anyone about to enter the workforce, a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring
all-new advice from the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist. There’s a reason Alison
Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid
awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book,
she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being
managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making
you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Advance praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison
Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a
straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “I am a huge fan of
Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little
problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of
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The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Clear and concise in its advice and expansive in its scope, Ask a Manager is the
book I wish I’d had in my desk drawer when I was starting out (or even, let’s be honest, fifteen years in).”—Sarah Knight, New York Times
bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck

The Pigman
Rest your mind, body, and spirit and focus on God's principles for keeping the Sabbath with this helpful guide from bestselling author Robert
Morris. A constant stream of busyness can slowly wear away at us over time: physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. Yet believers
often forget that taking a day of rest is one of the Ten Commandments! When we don't give our minds and emotions a break, our will to make
good choices can often become compromised. Resting is also important to those around you. If you have a weary soul, you can't pour
yourself into others at home, work, or wherever you are. It's vital -- you must take the day off. In Take the Day Off, Pastor Morris explains why
rest is central to your wellbeing, how to do it, and how helpful it can be. You will be inspired to experience true rest and make it a priority in
the rhythm of your weekly schedule. Don't wait and delay God's blessings in your life. Start implementing the principle of rest in your life and
you will see eternal benefits.

The Greatest Gift DVD
Considering Jesus's relational model for choosing the twelve disciples, Relational Intelligence will walk you through how to assess your
relationships, define them, discern them, align them, and finally activate your relationships to unlock your greatest potential. Years of ministry
leadership experience and personal experience have convinced Dr. Dharius Daniels: there's no such thing as a casual relationship. All
relationships are catalytic - either pushing us forward into our God-given purposes or holding us back. Our spiritual, physical, financial,
emotional, and professional progress is greatly impacted by who we allow to be a part of our lives and what part we allow them to play. With
our destiny on the line, relationships are too consequential to nonchalantly roll the dice in managing them. Relational Intelligence is your
action plan for getting smart about your purpose partners. Relationships were God's idea, writes Daniels, and when we understand and apply
what God has to say about them we end up avoiding unnecessary relational turmoil, advancing in all areas of our life, and accomplishing our
God-given purpose. When your purpose is on the line, the cost of relational unintelligence is too great to pay. In this book, you will explore
and learn how to activate the relational intelligence you need for the life of purpose you want.

Relational Intelligence
Written by a psychologist who's successfully navigated single motherhood herself, this book helps single moms believe they and their families
deserve the best life has to offer. Packed with practical tips, smart strategies, and ways to improve the well-being of single moms and their
children, this book shows single moms how to improve their leadership and parenting skills. It tackles pressing issues such as self-care, a
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support network, organizing, finances, discipline, and more. Teresa Whitehurst reminds single moms that they don't need to be overwhelmed
and that God loves them, is on their side, and wants to guide and support them every step of the way. While they may get weary, they need
never feel alone.

More Than Two
Are you looking for a way to transform your health and upgrade your performance at work and at home?Do you need to boost your energy or
brainpower to become your best self?¿This action-inspiring book will show you where to start with sustainable habits that will recharge your
health, your career, and your marriage.¿In Power Couple Habits you will find:¿ Our top 5 ways to upgrade your nutrition, sleep, stress,
purpose, and relationship. ¿ The 2 secrets to making healthy changes easier and more sustainable.¿ How a circadian reset can help you lose
weight, sleep better, and have more energy.¿ Real-life stories of individuals and couples who have overcome obstacles to achieve incredible
goals in physical, mental, and spiritual health.¿ Practical tips based on cutting-edge medical research.Genes only contribute to 10% of your
risk for chronic disease. The other 90% is based on your lifestyle and environment-making healthy habits absolutely critical if you want to live
your best life right now and into retirement.In his private lifestyle-based family medicine practice, Dr. Scott Noorda started to see a clear
pattern in patients with the best outcomes. Couples who worked to become healthier together were far more successful than patients who
tried on their own. Dr. Scott Noorda and Amy Noorda share success habits that they have observed in high-achieving couples all over the
country and teach you the easiest way to make healthy choices sustainable.Dr. Noorda's writing is informed by his extensive training in
neuroscience, nutrition, and functional medicine, as well as his experience working with patients sidetracked by chronic health issues. This
book is full of real-life examples of individuals overcoming obstacles by changing their habits and it tackles self-improvement from a familybased, Christian perspective.

I Declare War Study Guide
And the greatest of these is… Jeremy Camp became a GRAMMY®-nominated singer and songwriter, released four gold albums, and received
two American Music Awards nominations. While on a three-month-long tour, Jeremy met and built a friendship with the lead singer of another
band. In a beautiful and inspiring story their love unfolded taking them both by surprise. After 16 years of marriage, Jeremy and Adrienne
have experienced devastating losses and incredible joy, and have grown alongside each other. They continue to build a friendship as they
juggle life and frequent separations, due to tour schedules, with the demands and stressors of parenting their three kids. In Unison is the
story of the lessons they’ve learned in love and marriage told from each of their voices. They vulnerably share the highs and lows of life
together and offer practical advice for how to deal with conflict, manage finances, move through grief, and work to build your own family
culture. You can’t do marriage without Jesus, and when you keep Him in the middle, together, you can build a lasting love.

New Tricks
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“Inthis timely and thought-provoking analysis of modern coupledom, PamelaHaag& paints a vivid tableau of the ‘semi-happy’ couple.
Written withwit and aplomb, this page turner will instigate an insurrection against ourmarital complacency.” —Esther Perel, author of Matingin
Captivity Writtenwith the persuasive power of Naomi Wolf and the analytical skills of Susan Faludi, Pamela Haag’s provocative but
sympathetic look atthe state of marriage today answers—and goes beyond—the question many of us are asking: "Is this all there is?"
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